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Platforms facilitate search

- Many online platforms help consumers search
  - hotel booking services
  - online travel agencies
  - online marketplaces
  - price comparison websites

- Key features of these markets
  - consumers can search through platform or directly
  - consumers can purchase through platform or directly
  - participating firms set prices and pay commissions (fees) to the platform for sales through the platform
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- Many of these platforms have imposed price parity clauses
  - **Wide price parity clause**: The price a firm sets on the platform is constrained to be no higher than the price the same firm charges for the same good when sold directly or through rival platform
  - **Narrow price parity clause**: The price a firm sets on the platform is constrained to be no higher than the price the same firm charges for the same good when sold directly
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- These vertical restraints are under investigation by various competition authorities
  - Amazon removed price parity clauses in EU in response to investigations in Europe
  - Booking.com and Expedia recently made 5-year commitments to not impose wide price parity in Europe
  - Price parity clauses (either form) made illegal in Austria, France, Germany, and Italy for Booking.com and Expedia
  - CMA proposed removing wide price parity clauses for price comparison websites for automobile insurance in U.K.
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Assumptions on consumers and firms

- A continuum (measure 1) of
  - consumers (buyers) denoted $B$
  - firms (sellers) denoted $S$

- Firms produce horizontally differentiated products
  - we normalize their production cost to zero

- Consumer $\ell$ gets $v_\ell^i - p^i$ if she buys one unit from firm $i$

- Match value $v_\ell^i$ is iid draw from distn $G$ on $[v, \bar{v}]$
  - $G$ has weakly increasing hazard rate
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Firms can always be searched for directly

Consumers search sequentially
- Consumers incur a search cost $s_d > 0$ every time they sample a firm.
- Consumer $\ell$ learns firm $i$’s price $p_d^i$ and the match value $v_d^i$.
- $x_d$ defined by $\int_{x_d}^{v_d}(v - x_d)dG(v) = s_d$ defines cutoff rule; consumer buys whenever realizes $v_d^i - p_d^i > x_d - p_d$.
- Consumer’s expected gross surplus (including search cost) equals $x_d$.
- Eqm direct price $p_d = \frac{1 - G(x_d)}{g(x_d)}$. 
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A search platform

- Firms choose whether to sell over the platform $M$
- Search works in the same way, except $s_m < s_d$
  - higher gross expected surplus on $M$, $\Delta_s = x_m - x_d > 0$
  - lower mark-up on $M$, $\Delta_m = \frac{1-G(x_d)}{g(x_d)} - \frac{1-G(x_m)}{g(x_m)} > 0$
- For each intermediated transaction:
  - $M$ incurs a cost $c$
  - $M$ collects the per-transaction seller fee $f_S$
  - firm $i$'s price is $p_i$
  - consumers obtain a convenience benefit $b > 0$ if completing transactions on $M$
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Timing

Game proceeds in three stages:

1. \( M \) sets \( f_s \geq 0 \)

2. Firms decide whether to join \( M \) and set their prices

3. Without observing firms’ decisions, consumers decide:
   - whether to search on \( M \) or search directly
   - whether to switch channels (assumed costless)
   - carry out sequential search until they stop search or complete a purchase
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Platform competition

- Two platforms $M^L$ and $M^H$ with $b^H \geq b^L$
  - get asymmetric Bertrand competition between platforms
  - $M^H$ takes the whole market in equilibrium
Constraints on fees

- **Constraint from consumers being able to search directly**
  - implies $f_S \leq \Delta_s + \Delta_m + b$
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- **Constraint from firm participation**
  - if consumers are all searching on platform, does not constrain fees
- **Constraint from platform competition**
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  - removes the constraints arising from the direct channel (showrooming and the comparison with direct prices)
  - fees are only constrained by platform competition
  - good for consumers if platform competition sufficiently effective and removing showrooming is necessary for viability
  - bad for consumers if removing showrooming unnecessary and showrooming was the binding constraint
  - irrelevant if removing showrooming unnecessary and competition was the binding constraint anyway

- Always better for consumers than wide-PPC
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